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Background

The development processes in the automotive industry nowa-
days require that suppliers work not only on single parts but also
on assembly structures. While the OEMs are using PDM systems
to manage their assembly structures and other product data,
there are many suppliers who don't want to purchase a PDM
system for this purpose. However, even those suppliers need to
be able to handle assembly data from the OEMs. This problem is
addressed by the "Smart PDM Tools" application project within
the "PDTnet" project (www.pdtnet.org) and by the joint work-
ing group "Assembly data exchange" of the Odette, VDA and
ProSTEP-iVIP organizations, using STEP AP214 CC6 as the as-
sembly data exchange format.

Among other OEMs, DaimlerChrysler AG takes part in the "Smart
PDM Tools" application project with pilot applications for as-
sembly data exchange. At DaimlerChrysler, the in-house PDM
system Smaragd, based on Metaphase by EDS, is used for assem-

bly data management, in combination with CAT-
IA from Dassault Systemes as CAD system. As
the so-called "Smart PDM Tool" on the suppli-
ers' side, SAM from T-Systems has been selected.
On the OEM side, a STEP AP214 CC6 interface
for Smaragd has already been available.

Renault SA has also been working on the topic
of assembly data exchange with suppliers for
both the vehicle engineering and the powertrain
divisions. At Renault vehicle engineering divi-
sion, the PDM system GDG is used for assembly
data management. Like Smaragd, GDG is based
on Metaphase and used in combination with
CATIA. PDTec has now developed a GDG STEP
AP214 CC6 interface for Renault, in a joint
project with T-Systems. In addition, Renault has
realized the GDG Web interface to enable the
suppliers to access and download data from
GDG. For the powertrain division, using ENOVIA-
VPM from Dassault Systemes and CATIA, a simi-
lar STEP export/import interface development has
been realized. Capitalizing on standardized for-
mat, both Renault PDM systems will be commu-
nicating with suppliers using SAM and CATIA.Figure 1: SAM system architecture

The STEP Assembly Manager "SAM" is a Smart PDM Tool
with CATIA integration which enables suppliers without a

PDM system to exchange and edit complex assembly
structures with their OEMs. The assembly structures can

be displayed in OEM-specific views. For editing, there are
many functions available, from simple attribute value
editing and working on complex trees in the structure
browser up to manipulation of selected geometry files

which is optimally supported by the CATIA integration.

All editing functions are harmonized with the respective
OEM's requirements, to ensure an optimum result when

sending back the created or modified data from the
supplier to the OEM.

SAM is jointly developed by T-Systems ITS GmbH
and PDTec GmbH and now available for suppliers of

DaimlerChrysler AG and Renault SA.
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System architecture

T-Systems and PDTec have now developed SAM (STEP Assembly
Manager), on the basis of COM/STEPorg, to meet common re-
quirements of DaimlerChrysler and Renault.

SAM consists of two major components. One component is a
CATIA V4 GII function for handling hierarchical assembly struc-
tures in CATIA. Like in COM/STEPorg, this CATIA integrated func-
tionality is derived from CMI (CATIA Metaphase
Integration) by T-Systems, which is the basis for
the CATIA integration both for GDG and Sma-
ragd.

The other component is a separate PDM data
viewer which is based on PDMconnect and
implemented as a Java application. PDMcon-
nect, developed by PDTec, is a framework that
can be used as a technical basis for PDM STEP
interfaces. It is used both for the Smaragd STEP
interface and for the GDG STEP interface. The
PDM data viewer enables to view and edit the
PDM data and manages the STEP export and
import. Both components communicate with
each other by a TCP/IP based client/server mech-
anism (see figure 1).

For data exchange between OEM and supplier, SAM uses STEP
AP214 CC6. The STEP file contains the assembly structure, the
organizational data and the references to the CATIA models which
are exchanged in the CATIA export format.

Functionality

A typical scenario how to use SAM at the supplier's side consists
of the following steps:

Receive STEP file with referenced CATIA models from the OEM,
e. g. as an ENGDAT package

Visualize hierarchical assembly structure with CATIA models

Update structure and modify or add some CATIA models

Send back updated structure with modified CATIA models via
STEP to the OEM

SAM is started from the CATIA function where at first the PDM
data viewer is launched to import a STEP file. For the CATIA
models referenced by the STEP file, CATIA import processes are
automatically submitted. After the import is done, the structure
contained in the STEP file can be saved in an intermediate XML
file that allows to re-open the structure file quickly without hav-
ing to repeat the import process.

The assembly structure and the organizational data are displayed
in the PDM data viewer in an OEM-specific view. Currently a GDG
view (see figure 2) and a Smaragd view (see figure 3) are available
where the PDM structure and terminology are represented like
in the respective PDM systems. As the SAM PDM data viewer is
flexibly configurable, the OEM-specific views can be customized

Figure 2: SAM GDG view

Figure 3: SAM Smaragd view
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according to the respective OEMs' needs, e. g. to define which
attributes may be edited and which are read-only. For structure
modification, there are also some OEM-specific functions avail-
able. The PDM data handling functionality also includes a query
facility to search for items using wildcards.

From the PDM data viewer, a subset of the assembly structure (or
the complete structure) can be selected to be displayed in CATIA.
The possibility to select a subset for loading to CATIA enables to
manage even big assembly structures. Within CATIA, the select-
ed models are displayed at their proper positions in the assem-
bly. The SAM CATIA function allows to modify the position of
sub-assemblies in a way that the hierarchical assembly structure
is maintained. There are several comfortable methods available
for translation, rotation and also mirroring (see figure 4). It is
possible to add new CATIA models to the assembly structure, or
already existing models that didn't yet belong to the structure.
For modification of the model contents, the standard CATIA func-
tionality can be used.

SAM also supports delta handling of data. It is possible to add
data to an existing structure by merging another STEP file with
the existing structure. Additional pieces of data will be merged
with existing ones if their key attributes are identical.

Finally, the structure can be exported back to STEP. In analogy to
the import process, CATIA export processes are automatically
submitted for the referenced models. At the end of the export
process, a customizable packaging process is called that can be
adapted to create a data package for transmission, containing
the created STEP file and the exported CATIA models.

Release plan

The first SAM release is now available for
CATIA version 4.2 under the operating
systems AIX, HP-UX, IRIX and Solaris/
SunOS.

Pilot projects for deployment of SAM with
suppliers of DaimlerChrysler and Renault
start in autumn 2002.

The SAM release plan is based on a con-
tinuously maintained list of common re-
quirements of DaimlerChrysler and
Renault. For the end of 2002, a second
release of SAM is planned with some func-
tional enhancements, e. g.

Handling modifiability information so
that read-only models can't be activat-
ed in CATIA

A check-out facility to enable multi-
user access on the supplier's side

An integration with DaimlerChrysler's EDI system SWAN

For following releases, support of CATIA version 5 is planned.

The SAM community

SAM has been realized according to common requirements by
DaimlerChrysler and Renault. Both OEMs establish together with
T-Systems and PDTec the "SAM community" that controls the
development of SAM. The SAM community can be joined by
further members. The suppliers of the OEMs in the SAM com-
munity (at present DaimlerChrysler and Renault) can obtain the
SAM software from T-Systems for a yearly service fee. ■

Figure 4: Sub-assembly position modification with SAM
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